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SE Forest of NSW 
Words and Photos Richard Windeyer 
 

The Victorian High Country 
Fires had put paid to Plan A so 
Plan B was put into action. The 
plan was to start at Bombala 
and then zig zag up the east 
coast through SE Forests NP, 
Wadbilliga NP, Deua NP, 
Monga NP, Budderwang NP, 
Morton NP and home. The trip 
covered some 1200km and 8 
of the 14 tracks in Lewis and 
Savage’s 4WD Touring SE 

NSW with a few side tracks thrown in.  
 
Richard traveled down to Eden on Wednesday 27th to scout for a yacht 
berth for a trip from Sydney to Tasmania later in the month. He arranged to 
meet Andrew and some of the others in Bombala the following day. Kevin 
would join us later in the trip.  
 
The journey to Eden was 
uneventful down the 
Princess Highway with a 
stop at Kiama to view the 
blowhole at work.  
 
Further stops were made 
at Congo Point, Dalmeny, 
Narooma, Mystery Bay, 
Bermagui and Tathra to 
scout for a place to spend 
New Years Eve. They were all nice but crowded.  
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After finding the Eden harbour masters office closed for the day Richard 
spent the night at Aslings Beach Caravan Park which was a nice spot nestled 
between the lake and the beach with excellent amenities.  
 
The following morning he 
headed into town for some 
breakfast at a café. Whilst 
there he noticed a fellow in 
wet weather gear. The fellow 
had his arm in plaster and in a 
sling. Having a chat with the 
fellow, he turned out to be 
the skipper of Illusion in the 
Sydney to Hobart yacht race. 
Graham had been picked up by 
the police launch out of Pambula following an accident on his yacht. He 
recounted that whilst on the helm in conditions where the wave intervals 
were short and the seas steep the boat had dropped off a wave with no 
back. Graham had slipped and landed on his backside cracking his sternum 
and also breaking his arm in the process. The police launch picked up him and 
the crew from the Koomooloo which had sunk, and dropped them off at Eden. 
Graham had been put up for the night by the locals but only had his sailing 
gear to wear. The rest of the crew of Illusion with Grahams blessing had 
continued the race to Hobart.  
 
This chat certainly didn’t help Richards’s mental preparation for the trip to 
Tasmania for one who has only done a bit of Sydney offshore racing and 
cruising.  
 
After breakfast and a visit to the harbour masters office to get a contact 
name and phone number for the Tasmania trip it was off to Bombala to meet 
Andrew. Andrew expected to be in Bombala early afternoon with some of the 
others.  
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After arriving at the Bombala 
Caravan Park Richard set camp and 
wait for Andrew. This caravan park 
is another nice spot on the banks 
of Bombala River, also with good 
amenities. Late afternoon Andrew 
had not shown up and Richard 
contacted him by phone and found 
he had been late getting away and 
would arrive late evening.  

 
Andrew advised that one starter could not make it and the other had to 
change plans and would join us later. Andrew arrived and we worked out a 
plan of attack for the next day before retiring, as rain started to fall. Rain 
would dog us for most of the rest of the trip.  
 
Friday dawned overcast and we 
broke camp and headed for SE 
Forests NP via the Monaro 
Highway and the Sothern Access 
Road. We ventured up to Pheasants 
Peak and found an amazingly 
picturesque track that had not had 
much traffic at all.  
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We headed for Myanba Gorge 
and stopped for a stroll down to 
the lookout.  
On the way back we passed a 
group who were on a tag along 
trip.  
 
After morning tea we headed 
off to find the Cow Bail Trail. 
Even with a map and GPS 

waypoints this proved a challenge as the trail started on the other side of a 
pine plantation which had many tracks through it. Trying to find the track 
that lead to the waypoint for the start of the 
trail was fun as we traversed quite a few 
tracks with grass up to the bonnet. We finally 
found the start of the trail and enjoyed some 
good 4WD’ing coming out on Jack Mountain 
Road. We stopped for lunch at Rocky Hall and 
continued on along New Building Road to 
Wyndham.  
 
We then headed up Myrtle Mountain Road to 
Wolumla Peak. On the way through some more 
pine plantations we were alerted to a couple 
of flocks of yellow tailed black cockatoos by 
their screeching.  
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On arriving at Wolumla Peak we took in the 
magnificent 360’ views from the fire tower.  
 
Heading down Rats Valley Fire Trail we came 
across a tree across the road. After trying to 
cut through it without success we employed 
Richards winch with a straight pull. This wasn’t 
successful so a pulley was attached to a tree 
with a tree protector to get the correct angle 
and better leverage. We were able to clear 
just enough of the tree to get around it 
although there was still a section lying across 
the road that we had to drive over.  
 
 

Richard had first go and as the front wheels lifted up onto the tree, which 
was damp, he started to slide towards the soft edge of the road. There was 
a fair drop over the side. He stopped with one wheel over the side of the 
bank and with Andrews direction was able to reverse back and then had 
another go without any problems.  
 
Andrew with Richards’s directions got over the tree easily.  
 
Just after traversing this obstacle a Falcon turned up and told the driver 
we’d help him through however he declined and went back the way he came. 
This was probably lucky for him as the road further on was definitely 4WD 
only.  
 
A little further on coming to a dead end we retraced our tracks and found 
the correct road which was Hakea Road. After turning onto Hakea Lane 
Forest Trail we swung back north onto the Highway making our way to 
Candello where we hoped to find some camping.  
 
No camping was available so we continued onto Bega and found 
accommodation at the caravan park. After dinner and a few refreshments we 
were lulled to sleep by the sound of rain which continued through the rest of 
the night. 
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We awoke on Saturday with 
overcast skies and rain still 
falling and packed up our wet 
camping gear. Richard phoned 
Kevin to arrange a meeting point 
and also booked into Island Beach 
Resort for New Years Eve. We 
then retraced our tracks back to 
Candello.  
 

Following a fast run along 
Tantawangalo Mountain Rd 
we turned off onto 
Postman’s Track. This was an 
easy but picturesque 4WD 
track where we stopped for 
morning tea at Postman’s 
Camp on a nice creek.  
 
This would have been a nice 
place to camp the previous 
night but we had run out of time.  
 

Heading through Nunnock 
Swamp and up Packers 
Swamp road we stopped 
off at Alexander’s Hut 
for lunch. This is one of 
the very few cattlemen’s 
huts outside the High 
Country.  
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The walls of the hut had information about the 
history of the hut and also a good recipe for 
Robinsons Rabbit Pie.  
 
We continued on to rejoin the Snowy Mountains 
Highway into Nimmitabel where we quenched 
our thirst with a cool ale at the pub. We then 
headed out along Kybeyan Rd into Wadbilliga 
National Park. The run through the park was an 
easy trip and uneventful. A possible camp site 
at Lake Creek was not very appealing so Richard 
contacted Kevin again to firm up a meeting point 
and work out accommodation for the night.  
 
After finally determining where we were located in comparison to Kevin by 
phone he suddenly came in loud and clear over the UHF radio. We agreed to 
meet in Bermagui and try and obtain accommodation at the caravan park. 
Having no luck there we phoned the Island Beach Resort to see if we could 
get in this night as well as New Years Eve, and we were in luck.  
 
We hightailed it back to Narooma and the caravan park. On arriving we were 
told at reception that there weren’t adjoining sites for both nights so we 
took what was available. Luckily one of the sites we had for the two nights 
was on the edge of the caravan park and was large enough to fit us all in. We 
set up camp, had some dinner and refreshments including Jamaican coffee 
before retiring.  

 
Sunday found Richard and Kevin 
up early for a stroll along the 
beach and adjacent creek while 
Andrew again slept away the best 
part of the day. After breakfast 
Kevin took us out to the break 
wall to have a look and then drove 
back into town to check out the 
shops.  
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At the Fishing and Dive Shop Andrew 
made enquiries about diving in the area 
whilst Richard and Kevin checked out 
the huge range of fishing gear.  
 
We had a great lunch at the pub 
overlooking the water. Enquiries were 
made on the best spot to see in the 
New Year and we decided on the RSL as 

they had a courtesy bus that would pick us up and return us to the caravan 
park.  
 
Following a nice dinner at the club we had a great night with party hats, lays, 
nibbles and a band provided by the club. We all let our hair down a bit around 
midnight and later caught the bus home before a chat and lights out.  
 
On Monday we packed up late and headed for Bodalla and Nerrigundah an old 
gold mining town. We stopped for morning tea and had a look around. It was 
then off to Coman's Mine to have a look at the old gold stamper and other 
relics. There were two mines at this site but both were blocked off.  
 
Kevin told us there was another old mine 
further up the road that was still accessible 
for about 200mtrs and with the help of 
Andrews 5mcp torch we walked to the end. A 
couple of small bats didn’t like our intrusion but 
still hung tight to the ceiling.  
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We then worked our way across 
country to German Creek Road and 
stopped at Hanging Mountain to have 
a look at the view to the coast and 
Montague Island.  
 
Andrew got in touch with Liz to find 
out where she was and we agreed to 
meet them at the Riverside Caravan 

Park at Moruya. We continued on via the very picturesque Coondella Fire 
Trail and Serpent Fire Trail and into Moruya. As we were booking into the 
caravan park, who should walk in the door but Liz, well timed.  
 
We all set camp and as this was the maiden journey of Liz’s camper trailer 
she and Jen had prepared a sumptuous dinner of grilled atlantic salmon, 
potato and salad followed by strawberries with a chocolate dip. We finished 
off with Jamaican coffee.  
 
There was a fair amount of rain during the night and unfortunately the girls 
both left their side awnings open. Liz in the camper and Jen in the camp cot 
and they got soaked. 
 
Tuesday dawned a little brighter but still rather overcast and we headed for 
Deua National Park and Bendethera. We decided to go in the easy way 
through Little Sugarloaf Trail and the Bendethera Track because of the 
campers. Even the easy way in was a little hairy towing a camper on steep 
damp clay. Liz at one stage jackknifing the trailer but luckily getting back 
under control.  
 
The Deua River was flowing but not very deep and we found an excellent site 
near where the old homestead used to be and we set camp. The wet weather 
must have turned people off as there was only three other groups in the 
park when we arrived.  
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We set camp and had a look around 
the area before relaxing with a few 
refreshments. Liz spotted a wombat 
whilst having a walk and we stood 
our distance and took a few snaps.  
 
Both Liz and Kevin decided they 
would head home the following day.  
 
Wednesday dawned overcast again and after Kevin and Liz packed up they 
headed off, planning to go out the same way we came in. Richard and Andrew 
waited in camp monitoring the radio to make sure they got out OK. They 
didn’t seem have any dramas so Richard and Andrew headed out via the 
Dampier Fire Trail for a trip via Wyanbene Caves and Majors Creek swinging 
around onto Araluen Rd and back into Deua via Dry Creek and the 
Merricumbene Fire Trail.  
 

On the way out Kevin and Liz were still 
coming in loud and clear on the UHF and it 
turned out they had taken a wrong turn and 
were also on the Dampier Fire Trail. This 
turned out to be similar in condition to the 
Bendethera Track although there were a 
couple of tight hairpin bends.  
 
Richard and Andrew finally lost contact with 
them and stopped at Wyanbene Caves and 
climbed up to the entrance for a squiz.  
On returning to the vehicles they had lunch 
before heading for the Big Hole. The walk to 
the Big Hole would take too long so they 
continued on to Majors Creek and then down 
the escarpment to Araluen Rd and then to 

the Dry Creek turnoff back into Deua National Park.  
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The Merricumbene Track can be difficult in the dry because of the steep 
hills but in damp conditions the steep clay tracks are treacherous. A 
previous trip many years before by another group in similar conditions had 
taken 12 hours. The group had to set camp on the side of the road in the 
dark.  
 
It wasn’t long before we found ourselves climbing again and there were two 
particularly bad washed out sections that required a couple of goes by 
Richard with Andrew directing. It didn’t help that there were two large 
offset wheel holes just before the top of the conservation mound where 
Richard needed some guidance by Andrew. Andrew got through in one go but 
plenty of air on one wheel. The traction control worked a treat.  
 
Up in the clouds and raining we traveled up slippery hill and down slippery 
dale taking extreme care unless we slid off the track. At one point on a 
particularly steep uphill clay section Andrew lost traction and could not 
reverse back in case he slid off the side of the track. Richard who had got 
up OK used two snatch straps to pull Andrew up.  
 
We got back to camp around 6pm after a particularly technical and grueling 
journey. Richard had set some yabby traps and went to check them but had 
no luck. During dinner Richard became crook and retired early.  
 
Thursday dawned with clouds that 
were breaking up and a few beams 
of sunlight starting to come 
through.  
 
Richard was fine and we broke 
camp early heading back out the 
Bendethera Track without any 
drama. We stopped off at Hanging 
Mountain again for a couple of 
more photos and another group told us Little Sugarloaf Rd had a large tree 
across it.  
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We retraced our steps and headed back via 
the Coondella and Serpent Fire Trail to 
Moruya. As we were now ahead of schedule we 
decided to take a run through the No Name 
Mountain Trail. This area had been burnt out 
and after we were stopped by a large fallen 
tree we headed back and out to the Highway 
arriving at Nelligen early afternoon. Andrew 
decided he would head home whilst Richard 
decided to stay at the caravan park. Of 
course the pub across the road helped.  
 
On Friday Richard got away very early with 
the intention to do the Pigeon House mountain 
run then get home that day. After an easy 

trip along the Clyde River to Shallow Crossing he headed up Backhouse Rd to 
Mogood Lookout where 
Pigeon House Mountain 
was visible in the 
distance.  
 
He then turned onto 
Cattleman’s Trail and 
proceeded to get lost 
around Bimberamala 
Creek where he found 
some great tracks finally 
emerging on Mares Hill 
Road. Good dirt followed along Western Distributor Rd with a detour via 
Long Gully Rd to check a campsite. This was small and already had some 
residents.  
 
 
Swinging around onto to Yadboro Rd he came down to Yadboro Flats where 
the campsite was awesome and he decided to stay for an extra night.  
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This site is about 9km before the Pigeon House Mountain turnoff on the 
upper reaches of the Clyde River/Creek.  
 

He spent a relaxing day in camp 
having a swim in the creek in the 
heat of the day and watching a 
couple of kayakers do their thing.  
 
On Saturday breaking camp early 
again Richard headed for Pigeon 
House Mountain to take a few 
shots before heading for the 
bitumen and home  

 
 
 
An excellent trip and great bunch of people. 
 


